
HAPPYAND GLORIOUS:
FRENCH AT THE SYDNEY OLYMPICS

The French are rightly proud of Pierre de coubefiin and his role in the founding
of the modem olympics, and the use of French as an official language of the
Games is firmly established in the Ioc charter, as well as in international
practice. It was therefore something of a surprise that in the lead-up to the
Sydney olympics we witnessed a brief flurry of awkwardness when the
Governor General, Sir williarn Deane, annonnced that he had declined to use
French for the opening ceremony of the Games.

There was no obligation for French to be used in this situation: the organisation
of the opening ceremony depends on the local organising committee, and
practice had varied considerably in previous Games. The original suggestion to
the Govemor General had corre from SocoG, anci the press reported that the
French Ambassador, Pierre Viaux, himself a former olympic athlete, was
offering his support for the idea. In the midst of these events came the public
statement by prominent TV joumalist, Mary Kostakidis, an accomplished
speaker ofFrench, that she certainly would not use French before English in her
olympic role: she believed that since Australia was an English-speaking nation,
it was quite inappropriate to speak in French before English. whether the
Govemor General was still wavering by that point, he was clearly caught in a
difficult position, and the path of least resistance would have been to stick with
English, which he did.

In the event, apparently troubled by feedback in his earphones, Sir william
struggled a bit to get the magic sentence out, and perhaps it is as well that he did
not have to repeat it in French. In the excitement and colour of the opening
ceremony, howeveq this tiny hiccup was barely noticed. Nor was there any
coverage of what happened to Mary Kostakidis in the wake of her declaration.
She was in fact quietly replaced, as was inevitable. For although the press did
not pick up the point, the fact was that her position had nothing to do with the
opening ceremony. she had been offered the role of Master of ceremonies for
the general assembly of the International olympic committee 

- where the use
of French before English is obligatory under the rules of the olympic charter.

This little eddy of linguistic conflict may have provoked some passing anxiety
among the French, and indeed among those Australians who struggle against
their country's monolingual currents. But as the opening ceremony showed, the
French and English commentaries sat comfofiably and srnoothly beside each
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other, as finely honed as the brilliant spectacle itself an integral part of thedramatic build-up of an evening that l;hrinated with the lighting of thecauldron' And if my memory serves me correctly, the French announcernentspreceded the English version _ excepi at the moment when, after thatbeautifully paced a,d suspense-fiIea frJ""rrron of wornen passing the torchgradually croser to the cauidron, it was finally reveared;;ftfi;;reeman wasthe chosen one' Did the English 
"o-;;;;;;o. jump the gun at that point, our ofexcitement or chauvinism? br was the change of order pre-arranged? or did I,being so moved by the whole sequer"", 

"ra 
so proud to be parl 0f the samecommunify as those 

ro-"n,_ simpiy imagine thai it was i.;,i;rh that I firstlearned about Cathy Freeman,s .p..irf .oiJi-'

By all reports, the overall use of French at and around the Sydney Games wasgreater than what had been the case at other recent Gamer. at-utt the sites,including the commercial areas 
"ra 

rr* r"ri""rants, a, signage, both internal andexterral, was bilinguar, as were air written Jocuments: the athretes, infb,nationpacks' the brochures conceming the different sports, the daily news bulletin ofthe olympic Mlrage (which rruiu p.i"t-.rn ot rt,ooo;. In so*e praces, such asDarling Harbour, where French-specialisi events like judo ancl fencing wereheld' the visib,ity was even stronger (French is of courie ,*," 
"m"i"r languageof fencing). There were over 100 volunteer interpreters recruited by SocoG fortheir expertise in French, whose job i; *;-;; support the various francophonedelegations and press groups,.and many hundreds of other volunteers whoseknowledge of French was designed to 

"nru.. 
the widespread presence of thelanguage throughout the period of th" Guro"r.-

Such a level 0f francophole activity does not happen by chance. lt was theresult of long and careful preparation, urJ or extensive cooperati.n amongmembers of SocoG, the Iob, tt 
" 

p."n"t E-bassy, and rrr. erri*"" erangaise.In the tfuee years leading.up_ to the c".*, the Alliance provided intensivelanguage training to tundreas or sotoc' agents, and hundreds of othervolunteers. There was no evidence oruny r"gutive reaction, either in the streetsof Sydney or in the press., No rrun"oprrour" i.opugunau appeared as graffiti onthe walls of the Homebush rrrdi;;, 
-;il 

no francophone arhretes werethreatened by mobs of angry anglophone monolinguals.

I was in Auslraria onrv for the opening and crosing cerernonies of the Sydneyolympic Games. The rest of the ii,re irp*t-*itt my wife in paris, where thelanguage of the Games was entirery F.en"h, and the.view of events predictabrygallo-cenkic' The word 'chauvinism' h;;; origins in France, and it is acharacteristic that was every bit as apparent in tt 
" 

puris ,r"aiu .or"*ge of the
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French performance as it was in the Australian media's coverage of our local
heroes and heroines. But it was nice to note a theme of homage to Aushalia.
There seemed to be real enthr.rsiasm in the commentary on cathy Freeman's gold
medal, and, every moming during the two weeks of the Games, TV 5 ran a five-
minute segment on aspects of Australian life, designed, directed and presented
(in French) by a young Australian, Mat campbell, who at the end of each show
farewelled his audience with a winning smile and a 'See yer later,.

That French is an official language of the olympic movement is one of the
reasons adduced for its usefulness in those endless justifications that teachers of
French are forced into. Although it is clearly a good reason, and although the
experience of French in Australia during the Sydney olympics can be rated as
very positive, it is unlikely to have much effect on the longer-term teaching and
leaming of French language and culture in this country. It would require a
complex and comprehensive investigation to find or,rt whether the olympic
linguistic experience was in any way stimulating for the local education system,
but my bet would be that its impact was negligible. By following the olympic
Games around the world, French helps maintain its profile as an intemational
altemative to English, and that is an important background dimension for those
who, in the Ar,rstralian context, are engaged in promoting the value of learning
other languages. But now that the olympics are over, it is the local institutions
that will, once again, take up the major part of that task, and especially the
teachers in the schools and the universities. These groups receive invaluable
support from France: the Alliance directors and their assistants, the linguistic
attach6s in the various State gover:nments, and the scholarships and visitors'
schemes provided thror"rgh the Embassy, which also facilitates a vital French
presence in the nation's great round of festivals. The list is considerable, and it
has enabled the establishment of a very solid network in respect to which the
Olympic Games will prove, I suspect, to have been fairly peripheral.

The network will need to develop urgent measures to compensate for the
unfortunate (and in the view of this writer misguided) closure of the Melboume
consulate, which for almost a century and a half has played a vital ro1e, both
material and symbolic, in the support of French. For the position of French in
Australia, this event is more significant in the potential damage that it will
provoke than any lasting benefits to be derived from the wide-spread use of
French at the olynpics. The aggressive monolinguals are still out there in large
nurnbers in the comrnLrnity, still asking the same questions that have been
answered so many times, and still threatening the policies and practices that give
French some protection in our education systems. ln an exchange that took
place in the Melbor-rrne Age between christmas and New year 2000 (and that
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was hence doubtless missed by many), the monoringuals and the defenders offoreign language leaming had a minoi skirmish. In the context of the olympics,it is perhaps not insignificant that the letter that sparked the exchange was from aparent who was decrying the place of Languages other Than Englilh in his son,sprimary school curriculum, on the g.o.,rr-d, t"hat physical Education was moreimportant.

The Queen's English has now become the ranguage of the Grobal Empire, longto reign over Lrs. That is a given. But with a rittle care, we can continue tonurture linguistic and culturar spaces that are beyond the reach ofthe iron rung.Perhaps the most moving part of the opening ceremony of the Sydney orympicswas the dimension given to the theme oi reconciliation between Australia,sindigenous peoples and its imrnigrant populations. In political terms, the road toreconciliation is 10ng and difficult, but the orympics showed that, as a

"o331n'-ty,we 
are capable of i,ragining it and imagining fo.it high-minded andoriginal forms. It seems to me that there is congruence between this spirit ofreconciliation and an olympic movement that seeks to encoLlrage u ,rrttitro" orvoices and the seif-fulfilment_of many peoples. French has ispecial stake inhere, not so much because of the particuiu. hi.tori"ul role of pierre de Coubertinbut because it has maintained itserf intemationally as an expression of fr""doroand pluralism.

C-olin Nettelbeck

NOTE : This article rvas to be published in Volume
The Editors regret this <ielay, and apologize to prof-

The Uttit,cr.sit.t o/ MeIbour.ne

29, Decernber 2000.
Nettelbeck.
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